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39 Defaults

39 Defaults is a play that explores the trust between two strangers in
an era where hospitality meets surveillance by situating both
performers and spectators in an immersive theatrical environment.

A Catalan political activist on the run from the law is invited by an American
woman into her DTLA loft apartment. In this intimate and interactive theatrical
space shared by both audience and actors, attraction battles suspicion, and the
fractured encounter between the characters prompts the question: is trust really
possible in an era when hospitality meets surveillance?

The play breaks the distance with the audience and gives them a new theater
experience. After the play, the audience will be invited to share a glass of wine
with the cast and discuss about what they have just seeing. The play is designed to
open a must needed political dialogue.

The story behind the play is inspired on the actual Enric Durán, also known as
Robin Bank. Durán is a Catalan activist that announced he “robbed” dozens of
Spanish banks, from which he took nearly 500.000€ in loans as part of a political
action.

The play was written by the Spanish-born, award-winning playwright Mar Gómez
Glez, whose work Wearing Lorca’s Bowtie premiered Off-Broadway at The Duke
Theater and was described as sincere, impressionistic… powerful by Backstage.
The piece is directed by Spanish director Daniel Zarandieta, whose award-winning
short films were screened at Cannes and his first feature film Encontrados en
NYC, premiered at X European Film Festival and it was recognized in many other
international festivals.

The cast includes: Sergio Lanza, one of the key players in Spain’s Micro-Theater
revolution, is a half-Argentinian half-Spanish actor with a career spanning 20
years and 3 continents. Stephanie O’Neill is an actor and producer originally from
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the Bay Area, CA. She has written, collaborated and performed in theatrical
productions throughout California, NY, and Mexico, and has acted in a variety of
independent films

Theater In Motion is an international theater company founded by Maria Brasero,
Natividad Bujalance and Daniel Zarandieta with the goal of global collaboration,
performing in different languages and styles in order to foster a new relationship
with our audience. Theater In Motion invokes the audience not only as spectator,
but as the integral creative element within the work, and therefore essential to the
creative process.

SHOWTIMES:

Saturday, January 30 at 8 pm (preview)
Sunday, January 31 at 5 pm
Friday, February 5 at 8 pm
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Friday, February 12 at 8 pm
Saturday, February 13 at 8 pm
Sunday, February 14 at 5 pm
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